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Introduction: Benefits of aerobic exercise are apparent; the rising awareness has caused an increase in running 

participation and, an undeniable trend toward injury. The inherit injury risk associated with running calls for an 

alternate way to simultaneously achieve the benefits of aerobic exercise, while minimizing stress imparted on the 

body. Skipping presents an alternative movement pattern unique in its initiation and composition. Skipping is a 

voluntary decision, as opposed to a scaling progressing seen in the transition from walking to running and 

incorporates a double support, flight, and single limb support phase. We propose skipping to be an advantageous 

form of aerobic exercise, allowing a person to achieve increased training benefits with diminished risk of injury and 

subsequent reduction in training.  Objective: This study has three related purposes aimed at describing, for the first 

time, how one skips. The first purpose compared basic gait characteristics; lower extremity kinematics and kinetics 

including ground reaction forces, joint torques, and powers in skipping and running. The second purpose 

investigated knee loads in skipping by comparing tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint forces in skipping and 

running. The final purpose compared the metabolic cost of skipping to that of running.  Methods: Twenty recreation 

active individuals mean age 21.5 (±2) were recruited to complete a three day training program intended to 

familiarize participants with the skipping movement and testing environment. Training program consisted of 

cumulative 3 miles of skipping on three separate, not necessarily consecutive, days. Data collection employed a 

metabolic cart and treadmill to capture oxygen consumption in skipping and running. This was followed by 

randomized overground motion capture of the three conditions: skipping first leg (skip1) second leg (skip2) and 

running step (run). Speed was consistent 2.68 m/s across metabolic and biomechanical collections. Variables of 

interests were averaged across trials for each participant and mass normalized when applicable. One way ANOVA 

with repeated measures analyzed the biomechanical scores per variable per condition. Metabolic cost was compared 

with a dependent t- test between skipping and running. Scheffe post hoc test determined significant, alpha set to 

0.05.  Results: Not only are skipping and running significantly different from one another in kinetics, kinematics, 



 

 

and metabolic parameters, the two steps of skipping differed significantly. Running displayed greater vertical 

ground reaction force peaks, larger maximal knee extensor torque values, higher peak negative power and work and 

greater peak maximal positive power at the knee, with average increase of 23% in knee compressive force as 

compared to skipping. Conversely, skipping had greater cadence, peak horizontal ground reaction force, maximum 

hip and ankle extensor torque, peak negative power and work, positive power at the ankle, a 27% greater metabolic 

cost and 36% greater caloric consumption. Between the two skipping steps skip2 had the highest cadence, peak 

horizontal ground reaction force, maximum ankle extensor torque, peak negative power, work, and positive power. 

Each of the two skip steps have a separate function; skip1 had predominately eccentric muscle functioned and acted 

to slow the body down, while skip2 has a concentric bias in muscle activity and propelled the body forward into the 

next step. Evidence of this segregation can be seen in the distribution of the braking and propelling impulses.  

Conclusions: Skipping and running present as significantly different movement methods. The decreased stride 

length associated with the skipping stride was correlated with the smaller knee compressive forces. The increased 

oxygen consumption needed to skip was in part explained by the nearly double vertical displacement of the center of 

mass. Further, the two alternating skipping steps that complete a stride made it unique from the one cyclical running 

step repeated in constant successive intervals. Skipping was temporally and spatially asymmetrical with successive 

foot falls partitioned into dominant functions, either braking or propelling the body.  Thus, the energy saving 

methods proposed to be employed by tendons as they stretch and recoil may not be employed, creating a diminished 

energy return. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

A rising awareness of the multitude of benefits gained from aerobic exercise has led to an 

increase in the number of people running.  Of those leading a healthy lifestyle, running is one of 

the most popular leisure sport activities.  Industry surveys claim record numbers in participation 

with an overall growth of 70% in the past decade.1  The expanding running population has been 

accompanied by a concurrent increase of chronic and acute running injuries.2  The reported 

yearly incident of injury falls between 37 and 57% of all runners, with some claiming rates as 

high as 79%.2,3  The mechanics of running expose the body to high loads known to elicit overuse 

injuries at alarming rates.4,5  Injury often results in a reduction or cessation of training and 

subsequently, an attenuation of the health benefits gained.6  The ongoing injury trends in running 

call for an alternative way to simultaneously achieve the health benefits gained while mitigating 

the inherent risk of damage. 

Running injury rates remain high and result in pain, injury, and unhealthy adaptations 

thereby creating further pain and injury that ultimately hinder exercise capability.5  The ability of 

one joint to compensate for the lack of support at another joint is evident.7  While specific 

mechanism of injury will vary, it is known that running mechanics produce large ground reaction 

forces.  These forces are propagated proximally with the line of action being dictated by the joint 

angles modifying moment arms and influencing the degree of torque acting upon each joint.  

Running exhibits high torque values at the knee, escalating work done by the quadriceps thus, 

increasing strain through the patella tendon and applying pressure across the patellofemoral 

joint.8  Torque creates repetitive stress, triggering damage in ligaments, tendons, cartilage, and 

other connective tissue that act to stabilize associated joints.  Continuous repetitive stress with 

insufficient recovery time will invariably leads to injury.  Augmented stress or quantity of 

repetitions will produce greater trauma experienced and subsequently, injury.9 
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Skipping presents an alternative movement pattern that may reduce levels of stress 

imparted.  Skipping is a gait observed most frequently among children, emerging 

developmentally after running and often around the age of seven.10  The stepping pattern is 

executed with a step (skip1) and a hop (skip2) on one leg followed by a step and a hop on the 

opposite leg.  Skipping involves components of both walking and running seen by the double 

support, flight, and a single limb support phases.  Skipping is considered a more stable 

movement pattern than running and has been used in the rehabilitative setting as a transition 

from walking to running post injury.11  Johnson et al. found that at self-selected speeds, skipping 

produced a 20% reduction in ground reaction force magnitude compared to running.11  Further 

research is warranted to more comprehensively understand the biomechanics of skipping and its 

potential as an alternate locomotion pattern. 

Skipping has a substantially greater metabolic cost compared to running.12,13  Metabolic 

efficiency is the result of optimizing many variables; muscles performing work on center of 

mass, metabolic cost of generating force, and metabolic cost of performing work all contribute to 

the cost of locomotion.14,15  The metabolic cost of movement is proportional to the volume of 

active muscle and the rate of the force being generated.16  Biomechanical factors that contribute 

to substantial variations in movement economy are: vertical oscillation, stride length, change in 

velocity at ground contact, and peak magnitude in vertical ground reaction forces.16  Skipping 

exhibits substantial variations from running resulting in strikingly high metabolic demand.17  The 

greater metabolic demand needed to skip is a substantial benefit for individual looking to 

increase caloric expenditure.18 

Purpose 

The mechanics of running repeatedly expose the body to high loads.  Torque generates 

strain through tendons, increases work done, further increasing tension, and applying greater 
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loads upon the joints.  Injury rates range between 37 – 79% of runners reporting interruption to 

training yearly.3,19,20  While specific etiology of an injury continues to be discussed; continuous 

repetitive stress with insufficient recovery time will invariably lead to injury and result in 

cessation or reduction of training.  The alarming injury rates call for an alternative way to 

achieve the health benefits gained from running while mitigating the risk. 

Skipping presents with a single limb support phase, a double support phase, and a flight 

phase.  The gait pattern is executed with a step and a hop on one leg followed by a step and a hop 

on the opposite leg.  The kinematic and kinetic data on bilateral skipping is incomplete.  To my 

knowledge, no studies have been conducted examining the biomechanical and metabolic 

differences between skipping and running.  The present study has three related purposes.  The 

first purpose will compare basic gait characteristics; lower extremity kinematics and kinetics 

including ground reaction forces, joint torques, and powers in skipping and running.  The second 

purpose will investigate the knee loads in skipping by comparing tibiofemoral and patellofemoral 

joint forces in skipping and running.  The final purpose will compare the metabolic cost of 

skipping to that of running. 



 

 

 

Chapter II Review of the literature 

The intent of this study is to investigate the biomechanics of skipping as compared to 

running.  The first purpose was to compare basic gait characteristics; lower extremity kinematics 

and kinetics including ground reaction forces, joint torques, and powers in skipping and running.  

The second purpose is to investigate the knee loads in skipping by comparing tibiofemoral and 

patellofemoral joint forces in skipping and running.  The final purpose will compare the 

metabolic cost of skipping to that of running.  This chapter will review the literature within these 

parameters to better understand previous findings. 

Kinematics 

Kinematics describe the motion of joints or body segments without regard to time or 

cause of movement by evaluating the trajectory of points and lines.21  The human body is 

traditionally thought of as a series of segments, assumed to be rigid bodies, linked by frictionless 

hinge joints.22  Rigid bodies are described by orientation and location of a predetermined point 

on the body within the global system, defined as the laboratory, and the local reference system, 

attached to the body.21  Linked segments connected by joints form a kinetic chain that possess 

directional conditions: distal and proximal with orientated toward the bodies center or in 

reference to a specified locality.  Based on this convention, human body position is defined 

using: location, orientation, and joint configuration parameters.21  The state of the system can be 

further discussed using generalized coordinates, a measurement that characterizes the 

independent coordinates that specify the state of a system.  This measurement concerns the 

degrees of freedom that define the way a body can move.  The number of degrees of freedom a 

body of interest possesses determines how, and in which direction, movement is possible based 

on the number of links and types of joints.  Joints that can move about multiple planes have more 

degrees of freedom.  The total number of degrees of freedom in a kinematic chain is expressed 
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by its mobility and calculated using Gruebler’s formula, 𝐹 = 6(𝑁 − 𝑘) +  ∑ 𝑓1
𝑘
𝑖=1  where N is the 

number of links, k is the number of joints, and f1 is the number of degrees of freedom in the ith 

joint.21 

Planar kinematics can be employed when the motion plane is known and the reference 

planes are positioned strictly parallel to the plane of the articular motion.  If a plane is incorrectly 

identified there is kinematic cross talk and error is propagated.21  The position and orientation of 

a rigid body in space is defined by three components of translation and three components of 

rotation for a cumulative six possible degrees of freedom.  Lower extremity motion occurs in 

precise synchronization in relation to the rest of the body and world, kinematics describe the 

movement.22 

Running Kinematics 

Running is a cyclical movement executed within a typical movement pattern range.  The 

gait can be sectioned into contact and flight phases’ coinciding with the periods of time the 

runner is in contact and not in contact with the ground.23  At the beginning and end of each flight 

phase there is a period of double-float, where neither limb is in contact with the ground.  The 

contact phase can be divided into absorption and propulsion phases based on muscle activity and 

function.  The foot rapidly dorsiflexed at initial contact in conjunction to hip and knee flexion.  

The propulsion phase commences with initial extension of the knee and ankle.24  The knee is 

slightly flexed for the majority of the stance phase with initial eccentric activity.  Ankle plantar 

flexors have a plantar flexor moment and provide lower leg stabilization.7,25  An increase in 

velocity is accompanied by a lower center of gravity typically obtained with increased hip, knee, 

and ankle flexion.  Support during stance is primarily achieved by a net extensor pattern of 
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moments at the hip, particularly during the initial portion of stance.7  Each leg completes two 

contact and flight phases to form a complete stride.24 

Further descriptive measures of gait incorporate stride length, step length, and cadence.  

Stride length defines the distance from the initial contact of one foot to the initial contact of the 

contralateral foot.  Step length is the distance traveled through a single gait cycle, from initial 

contact of one foot to initial contact of the same foot.  Cadence explains the number of steps 

taken in a unit time.24  Velocity alters the rate at which events occur as well as the joint range of 

motion used to complete motion. 

Skipping Kinematics 

Humans chose to switch from a walk to a run at speeds near 2 m/s to enhance the 

biomechanical performance of the ankle plantar flexors and to improve coordination of the knee 

and ankle muscle during stance.26  Skipping, alternatively, is the result of pushing the walking 

gait to unnaturally high speeds.12  The gait pattern exhibits components similar to both walking 

and running with a single and double contact phase as well as a single and double flight phase.  

Skipping is a unique rhythmic, symmetrical gait with two ipsilateral footfalls.  There is a single 

step forward (skip1) and a hop on the same foot (skip2), followed by a step forward and hop on 

the opposite foot to complete the stride.  Landing from the hop occurs at the balls of the foot and 

ideally the heel does not touch down before the weight is transferred to the other foot.  The arms 

act opposite and synchronously with the stepping leg.10,27  The double support present in 

skipping is thought to increase stability and enable a participant to self-regulate force distribution 

between legs during impact without gross observational compensation patterns.  This feature has 

led to the utilization of skipping in the rehabilitation setting as a means of progressing lower 

extremities injuries to running.11 
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Kinetics 

Kinetics concern the causes of motion.  Forces acting on the body of interest are either 

internal or external, and influence the linear or angular motion of a body by changing the body’s 

linear or angular momentum.  Forces change the mechanical energy of a body by increasing it 

and performing positive work, or by reducing it and performing negative work.22  External 

measurements are composed of ground reaction forces whereas internal forces include those 

acting on joint surfaces and those produced by muscles acting on tendons with some contribution 

from other soft tissues.28  Muscle forces further contribute to joint forces.  Kinetic measurements 

provide valuable insight into the net effect of all agonist and antagonist muscle activities.7 

Ground reaction forces are the summation of the body weight and all external forces for 

accelerating or decelerating the body mass.  During the contact phase of gait ground reaction 

forces are exerted by the ground on to the foot and propagated proximally along the kinetic 

chain.  There is a vertical, horizontal and transverse component of the ground reaction force. 

Loading rate, impact peak, relative minimum, thrust maximum, decay rate are all used to 

describe the shape and pattern of the ground reaction force.  These factors are influenced by 

external factors such as an individual’s body mass, foot strike pattern, and speed.29  The vertical 

component is typically the largest in magnitude.  The horizontal force vector is generally 

biphasic corresponding with the initial deceleration and propulsion portion of the contact phase.  

The braking force occurs with initial contact and when ground reaction force direction opposes 

forward movement.  The propulsion portion begins when the force is consistent with the 

direction of forward motion.30  Transverse ground reaction forces are relatively small by 

comparison and have been characterized by their large variance.  The active portion of the 

ground reaction force is produced via activated leg extensor muscles, which are successively 

stretched and shortened.23 Both vertical and horizontal forces are a reflection of the total mass-
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acceleration product of all body segments and represent the net muscle and gravitational forces 

acting throughout the contact phase.  The body responds to the imposed forces by synchronizing 

isometric, concentric, and eccentric muscle activity in such a way to produce movement and 

maintain posture. 

The resultant force vectors point of application and its subsequent line of action, 

determines angular motion.  Rotation is induced when a force vector passes a distance from the 

axis of rotation.  The displacement of the force, defined from the axis of rotation to the point of 

application, creates the moment of force.  The perpendicular distance from the axis of rotation to 

the force line of action is known as the moment arm.22  The product of the magnitude of the force 

and length of the moment arm determines of the torque value.  The term torque is used when 

there are multiple force vectors or points of application, such as when considering the complex 

interaction between the structural and material properties of the linked segment system. 

Torque at a joint is the net effect of all tissue across a joint; the summation of total force 

vectors distributed across a joint surface.4  Support torque is a measurement of the net total 

torque during stance by all three of the joints of the lower limb: hip, knee, and ankle.28  Isolating 

exact individual contributions presumes too much.  Thus, a model, as a simplification of reality 

is used to infer torques and compressive forces acting on the joint. 

 Work done on a body by a body quantifies the changes in mechanical energy.  Work is a 

calculation of the work done by the resultant forces, moments of force, or the total external, 

internal, and total work accomplished.  The rate of doing work is measured in power.  Normal 

conventions designate positive power when energy in generated through concentric muscle 

active and negative when energy is absorbed through eccentric muscle activity, or elongation of 
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soft tissue.31  The time integral of power curves at each joint signifies work done.32  These 

calculations aide in the establishment of the accomplished sequence of muscle forces. 

Running Kinetics 

Ground reaction forces are transmitted throughout the stance phase with a typical double 

peak curve configuration for the vertical componenet.23  Initial impact peak is followed by a 

decrease and a subsequent rise to a second peak at mid-stance.  The decay rate describes the rate 

the force tapers as the contact phase approaches termination.30  All components of the ground 

reaction force are directly influenced by speed.29  Increases in running speed are accomplished 

via increase in stride length and/or frequency.33  Increase in stride length tends to place the center 

of gravity farther behind the point of ground contact resulting in a larger horizontal ground 

reaction force. 

The contact portion of the running gait cycle comprises 50% or less of the stride with 

variations due to changes in velocity.24  There is typically a single plantar flexor peak, with some 

variation depending on foot strike pattern.  Knee moments are primarily composed of a single 

extensor peak, with a flexion portion slowing the leg just prior to ground contact.  Hip moment 

predominantly consists of an extensor torque through the contact phase with a conversion to 

flexion as the limb transitions into flight phase and the limb swings forward with an extensor 

action to slow the thigh prior to contact.22  Muscle action can be appropriately divided into two 

main phases based on power curves, with the initial portion of the contact phase exhibiting a 

period of net negative work in the knee and ankle joints and the final portion exhibits a period of 

net positive work.23  The support torque is consistently positive, indicating the extensor direction, 

during stance portion of gait at the muscle are predominantly extending versus the negative net 

support moment during swing when the lower extremity exhibits more flexion.34  Net muscle 
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moments at the ankle, knee, and hip joints are much smaller during the swing phase than during 

the stance phase.35 

Skipping Kinetic 

The skipping pattern presents with altered step rate and limb position as compared to 

running.11  Skipping exhibits an increased stride frequency compared to running at all speeds and 

gradients.13  The altered stride pattern and limb position throughout the stride influences the 

loading and decay rate, impact peak, relative minimum, and thrust maximum.29  A ten percent or 

greater increase in step rate, with constant speed, reduces impact load on the body via decreases 

in the force magnitude transmitted along the kinetic chain.33  The manifestation of the altered 

step rate is in some measure expressed by the decreases in ground reaction forces when 

comparing skipping and running at self-selected speeds.11  The decreased magnitude in the 

ground reaction forces transmitted offloads the knee and can potentially spare cartilage from 

potentially damaging loading.36  By assuming the force vector line of action passes through or 

near the center or mass a large extensor torque can be expected to be generated at the hip and 

ankle joints throughout contact phase.37  A pattern of shorter stride length accomplished with a 

decreased hip range of motion and increased knee flexion results in a greater work and positive 

peak power performed at the hip and increased negative work and peak power performed the 

knee.14 

Modeling 

Computational modeling, in conjunction with gait measurements, is essential to describe 

and explain muscle and joint function in human locomotion.26  Musculoskeletal function results 

from complex neurological, muscular, and skeletal interaction.38  To determine at any instant 

which muscles are acting at what magnitude cannot be stated with absolute certainty, as joints 

are encompassed by several muscles and connective tissue.  A net joint moment can be produced 
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by a number of muscle recruitment solutions.39  Inverse dynamics are used to solve for the 

unknown forces and torques with measured motion.  Forces acting directly on the body of 

interest are summed.  Muscle-force calculations are not significantly influenced by the inclusion 

of either muscle activation dynamics or a time dependent performance criterion.40  Estimated 

calculations from inverse and forward dynamic methods can be influenced by the performance 

criterion assumed, errors obtained in tracking biomechanical gait data, and the inclusion of 

muscle activation dynamics in the formulation of the optimization problem.39  It is preferable to 

start inverse dynamic calculations at the foot and move proximal as the mass of the foot is small 

and thus, there is less error propagated.41  Errors in calculations come from noisy data, inertial 

properties, and the acceleration data, which is derived from the position data that is susceptible to 

soft tissue artifacts that in turn can result in incorrect description of movement.42 

The model applied in the present study uses lower extremity joint forces and moments 

calculated from inverse dynamics and the kinematics of lower extremity and relevant anatomical 

and physiological characteristics to calculate forces produced by the quadriceps, hamstring, 

gastrocnemius and lateral soft tissue support structures.  Net forces are combined with the knee 

joint reaction forces to quantify the compressive and shear forces acting at the tibiofemoral 

joint.43  The plantar flexor moment during the contact portion of gait is derived for each ankle 

position based on normative values in the literature.44  The resulting force vector is assigned a 

direction based on the heel and knee marker positions.  Hamstring force is calculated from the 

extensor moment at the hip, assumed to be produced by the hamstrings and gluteus maximus 

with no co-contraction of the hip flexors during the initial half of the contact phase.  The 

quadriceps force is calculated from the observed net knee joint torque and hamstring and 

gastrocnemius forces, appropriately accounting from co-contracting knee flexors.  Normative 
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values from the literature were used to determine the appropriate moment arms acting at the knee 

throughout the contact portion of the gait cycle.45  The distribution of frontal plane loads, 

specifically the force in the lateral support structures at the knee through the contact phase, is the 

product of a critical interaction between dynamic muscle forces and forces in the passive soft 

tissue necessary for stability during movement.  The external loads imposed by an adductor 

moment on the knee are resisted by a conjunction of abductor moments from the quadriceps and 

the lateral soft tissue support.  The quadriceps abductor moment is subtracted from the observed 

net internal abductor moment calculated in inverse dynamics.  The remaining moment is 

distributed to the lateral knee tissues.46  Force in the tissues is calculated as the quotient of the 

torque and moment arm.  Knee joint forces are a summation of all the forces assumed to acting 

upon the joint calculated by the force in the lateral support structures and the joint reaction forces 

identified with inverse dynamics partitioned in to their compressive and anterio-posterior shear 

components and summed.  The equations are as follows: 

𝐾𝑠 = 𝐺 sin 𝛼 − 𝐻 sin 𝛽  + 𝑄 sin 𝛷 − 𝐾𝑧 sin 𝜆 + 𝐾𝑦 cos 𝜆 

𝐾𝑐 = 𝐺 cos 𝛼 + 𝐻 cos 𝛽 + 𝑄 cos 𝛷 − 𝐾𝑧 cos 𝜆 + 𝐾𝑦 sin 𝜆 + 𝐿𝑠𝑠 

Where Ks and Kc are the shear and compressive forces at the knee, Kz and Ky represent the 

vertical and horizontal knee joint reaction forces and Lss is the force in the lateral support 

structures.  Ks is positive when the shear forces applied and anterior load to the tibia and Kc was 

positive when the compressive force pushed into the tibia.43 

Spring Mass Model 

Analyses of joint work and power are an indirect measure of muscle-tendon function.37  

A muscles will stretch or shorten to produces force and perform work on the center of mass; 

swing the legs relative to the center of mass, and support body weight.  Tendons consequently 

experience a change in length corresponding with their associated muscle movement and 
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translate the force on to the bone in order to reposition.35  A tendon’s primary function is to 

transmit force on bone, requiring tendons to be relatively stiff and strong in tension.  This 

structural property allows tendons to store and release energy.  In an event such as initial contact, 

tendons are stretched and the energy associated with decelerating mass is stored within tendons 

as elastic strain energy.35  Throughout ground contact a tendon will cyclically store and release 

mechanical energy; accelerating of the body in the upward and forward direction.  Elastic 

properties of the ‘linear leg spring’ are characterized by legs stiffness: ratio of the peak force to 

the maximum compression of spring, an increased angle swept by the leg spring, and vertical 

displacement of center of mass.47 

Metabolic Aspects of Locomotion 

Muscles transform metabolic energy into force.  Force is a product of tension, which 

indirectly produces movement via, cross bridge formation requiring substantial amounts of 

ATP.48  Submaximal rate of oxygen consumption provides a good measure of the metabolic 

energy consumption.  Net metabolic power represents a normalized measurement.49  The cost of 

locomotion calculates the amount of work needed to walk per unit mass and distance.13  

 𝑉𝑂2𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 − {[(𝑉𝑂2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 ×  1000)( 20.1

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
)]/𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑)} with 20.1 being the cost of 

locomotion and the gross metabolic power is the rate of work per unit mass: 

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡/𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝑚) 

Net metabolic power is calculated by subtracting the gross metabolic power of standing from the 

gross metabolic power of the task.49  The rate of metabolic energy consumption in recreational 

level activity increases linearly when the primary energy source is provided aerobically.47 

Muscle function determines the cost of the action.  Movement is produced through a 

combination of internal and external forces: movement of limbs relative to the whole body center 
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of mass or movement of the whole body’s center of mass relative to the ground.47  The most 

prominent consideration when evaluating the metabolic cost of activity are the levels of 

contraction necessary to support body weight, perform work to redirect and accelerate the center 

of mass, and maintain stability.  Isolated influence of individual tasks is used to gauge the 

amount of work required to lift and accelerate the center of mass, perform external and internal 

work, and maintain stability.15  Each aspect individually contributes to the gross cost of 

transport.  The cost of performing work is nearly twice the cost of generating force.15  Load 

carrying increases the demands on muscles, requiring more activation in order to support the 

greater weight and redirect and move the greater mass.  This has been shown by the more than 

direct proportion between energy consumption and added loads.  The cost of performing work to 

redirect and accelerate the center of mass is calculated as the ratio of change in net metabolic 

coast due to added mass alone to the change in net metabolic cost due to added weight and mass 

show that the work done to redirect and accelerate mass comprises about half the cost.15  The 

cost of generating force throughout contact is dependent on the magnitude and rate of muscle 

force generation.35  During the propulsive portion of the contact phase the tendons recoil, 

releasing stored elastic strain energy.48  This cyclical pattern of storing and releasing energy has 

been proposed as a mechanism for reducing the total amount of metabolic energy expended 

during locomotion.50  An isometric contraction consumes more metabolic energy than an 

eccentric contraction and less metabolic energy than a concentric contraction normalized to force 

output per fiber.48  Ultimately, the cost of transport is an optimization of many factors and a 

function of the cumulative metabolic rates of the muscles that produce locomotion and maintain 

stability.51  As muscle systems develop habitual optimal economy and neurological control of the 

desired motion, there is a reduced cost of activity and therefore a decreased imposed demand 
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upon the body, and diminishes training benefits.52  Measure of metabolic cost represent energy 

usage and training benefits obtainable. 

Running Metabolic Issues 

Positive work done at the hip and ankle has been directly related to metabolic power 

values.  Greater negative joint work at the hip, greater positive joint work at the knee, and lower 

negative joint work the ankle are correlated with lower metabolic cost.53,54 

Skipping Metabolic Issues 

The progression from walking to running occurs at a certain speed for convenience, 

comfort, efficiency, and economy.  Dissimilarly, skipping is a voluntary decision as opposed to a 

scaling succession.55  Hopping in animals presents with a unique energy demand and has been 

associated with the gravitational potential energy and the horizontal component of the external 

kinetic energy.  Each of these forms of mechanical energy is decreased with impact (braking) 

and is increased with the subsequent take-off (propulsion).  The lengthening phase of ankle 

extensors coincides with the impact phase and the shortening phase coincided with takeoff.  

Suggesting that elastic strain energy is stored during impact, followed by the energy release from 

these tendons during take-off may save metabolic energy.48  However, the metabolic impact on 

the gross displacement of the center of mass as well as the altered stride length associated with 

skipping appears to increase with exasperated movement.14  Interestingly, the typical relationship 

between increased gradients or speeds, and increased metabolic cost is not found to be true with 

skipping.  There is actually a decreased metabolic cost with the increase in speed or gradients, a 

feature only else seen in jumping kangaroos.13 

Running Injuries 

A reported 56 percent of recreational runners will sustain a running related injury each 

year.33  Sustained injuries have been correlated to the high forces and positive power occurring 
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during the propulsion phase.56  Running participant’s Achilles tendon, ankle joint, lower leg, 

patellofemoral joint, patellar tendon, and plantar fascia are loaded several times the body weight 

throughout the running cycle.20  Running exhibits tremendous peak ground reaction forces and 

has been postulated to contribute to the pain and injury associated with this locomotion pattern.57  

Running injuries are often classified as ‘overuse’ indicating that the accumulation of stress over 

time results in biological reactions that hinders the maximal stress a structure can sustain without 

failure.33  The alterations in the movement pattern between skipping and running tentatively 

suggest that the increase in stride frequency decreases the ground reaction forces would decrease 

the torque at the joints and subsequently decreasing compressive loads and reducing stress 

imposed on the soft tissue throughout movement. 

Summary 

The two gaits, running and skipping, vary in their kinematic, kinetic, and metabolic 

parameters.  Based on information available, skipping as a form of locomotion presents an 

alternate gait pattern with lower ground reaction forces and a higher metabolic cost.  The 

manifestations of these changes will be observed using the methods described in the following 

chapter. 



 

 

 

Chapter III Methodology 

 

The study examined the differences in locomotion biomechanics, internal knee joint loads 

and metabolic cost between skipping and running.  The purpose of the study was to compare 

skipping and running by quantifying the lower extremity joint torques, powers, ground reaction 

forces, knee loads, and metabolic cost.  The general procedures for the study will be outlined in 

the following section.  The testing was conducted at the East Carolina University Biomechanics 

Laboratory and consisted of a period of training prior to testing to ensure consistency of 

technique.  Kinematic, kinetic, and metabolic data was collected and analyzed to determine the 

differences between the two gaits. 

Participants 

Participants were recruited from the East Carolina University student body, staff, and the 

citizens of Greenville, NC.  Methods of recruitment included the use of fliers, classroom 

announcements, newspaper ads, email and advertisements on the laboratory website.  Interested 

individuals were screened to ensure they meet all inclusion criteria.  Twenty recreationally active 

individuals were selected to participate in the study protocol, with rolling admission.  Selected 

participants were between the ages of 18 and 30.  Additional criterion required the participants to 

be healthy and mobile with no current or lingering musculoskeletal injuries whom regularly 

participated in physical activity three days a week free of pain.  They had a body mass index less 

than or equal to 28 kg/m2 and were able to complete the training program.  Participants could not 

smoke cigarettes, have a diagnosis of cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological or other major 

diseases that would affect their ability to aptly perform required tasks.  The protocol was 

approved by the East Carolina University Intuitional Review Board (Appendix A) and all 

participants signed an informed consent prior to participation. 
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Inclusion Criterion: 

1. Between the ages of 18 and 30 

2. Healthy and mobile with no current or lingering musculoskeletal injuries or 

conditions of the lower extremity 

3. Regularly participation in physical activity 3 times a week 

4. Free of pain or difficulty with exercise 

5. Body mass index of less than or equal to 28 kg/m2 

6. Signed written informed consent 

7. Completed training program 

Exclusion Criterion: 

1. Present chronic or acute injury 

2. Present illness or suffering from cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurological or other 

major diseases that would affect participant’s ability to aptly perform tasks 

3. Regular smoking of the cigarettes, cigars, or any form of tobacco 

Equipment 

 Skipping and running trials were collected in the East Carolina University Biomechanics 

Laboratory.  Kinematic data was captured using 8 Qualisys ProReflex MCU 240 cameras 

(Qualisys Medical AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) at 120 Hz.  The cameras were arranged in a 

circular configuration, approximately 1.8 meters from the center of the collection volume.  

Ground reaction force data was measured using an in ground force platform (AMTI Model LG-

6, Newton, Ma) located at the approximate center of the volume and collected at a frequency of 

960 Hz and 4000 amp gains for all trials.  Six channels were used to collect the three 

dimensional forces and moments acting on the plate.  Gait speeds were regulated using infrared 

timing system (Brower timing systems, model IRD-T175, Salt Lake City, Utah).  All data was 

collected with Qualisys Track Manager Software (Innovision Systems Inc., Columbiaville, MI) 

and analyzed using Visual 3D (C-Motion Inc., Rockville, MD).  Data from all participants was 

compiled and group means were calculated using Visual 3D software.  All participants’ height 

and weight was determined in the metric system using a Seca 703 digital scale (Seca gmbn & C. 
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Kg, Hamburg, Germany).  Metabolic data was collected using the metabolic measurement 

system (trueone2400, parvo medics, Sandy, UT) participants performed each locomotion pattern 

for six minutes at 2.67 m/s (6 mph) on the life fitness 95 ti treadmill.58  Data was collected for 

the full six minutes with the final two minutes of data averaged for analysis.  Participants had a 

minimum rest period of 10 minutes between trials.  Equipment was calibrated and maintained in 

accordance with factory protocol. 

Procedures 

Subject recruitment was accomplished by distributing fliers across the ECU campus and 

classroom announcements.  Initial interview was completed over the phone in order to gather 

participants’ demographic information, pertinent past and present medical history, and to briefly 

explained the study procedure.  The interview questionnaire is located in Appendix B.  If subject 

was eligible and interested he/she was scheduled for an initial meeting where informed consent 

was signed and the procedure explained in full detail.  If interested and eligible they would 

complete the first training session that day.  Training consisted of three separate sessions prior to 

a final data collection.  The initial over ground skipping session totaled a mile with no emphasis 

on speed or regulated breaks.  This format was intended to familiarize participants with the 

motion pattern at their leisure and comfort.  The subsequent two training sessions were 

completed on a lab treadmill expected to familiarize participants with treadmill skipping at test 

speeds and conditions.  The second training session was non-consecutive, cumulative mile with 

the goal to reach test speeds for a minimum distance of ¼ mile.  The third session was separated 

into two ½ miles; with the second half mile completed at test speeds with the metabolic mask on.  

Upon completion of the training program participants had completed a cumulative three miles of 

skipping and returned for a final session to collect the data.  The entire program was completed 

within two week from informed consent to data collection.  Subject’s height and weight were 
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recorded on the day of collection.  Metabolic data was collected first.  A two minute standing 

calibration was obtained followed by a minimum of two minutes of walking to ensure the mask 

was properly fitted.  Participants then either ran or skipped for four minutes prior to a two-

minute collection reflecting steady state movement.  The order of these tasks: run / skip was 

randomized with a minimum of ten minutes rest before procedures were repeated, sans the 

calibration, for the other condition.  A rest period in which participant changed into tight fitting 

clothing and prepped for motion capture collection preceded the overground trials needed to 

collect the unilateral kinematic and kinetic data.  Reflective markers were adhered to the 

participant to identify the body segments and joint centers.  Location of the markers followed the 

modified Helen Hayes marker set: right and left posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS), right and 

left iliac crest, right and left anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), right and left greater trochanter, 

right medial and lateral knee, right medial and lateral malleoli, right heel, right first and fifth 

metatarsal heads, a thigh plate consisting of four markers was be placed on the lateral side of the 

right thigh, a shank plate consisted of four markers placed on the lateral side of the right leg, and 

a foot plate with three markers (two lateral one medial) was placed on the superior side of the 

right foot.  A four second calibration was taken where the participant stands completely still with 

arms folded across their chest so no markers were blocked by the arms.  After the calibration trial 

the iliac crest, greater trochanters, knee, malleoli, and metatarsal head markers were removed. 

Data collection trials were completed at 2.68 m/s (± 5%).  An acceptable trial exhibited a 

consistent stride, unaltered to achieve complete foot fall on the force plate.  Participants 

performed five successful trails for each condition: run and skip (lead foot contact, skip1 and trail 

foot contact, skip2).  Speed was regulated using infrared timing gates.  Order of conditions was 

randomized. 
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Data Reduction 

Data collected from each subject was processed with Qualisys Track Manager Software. 

Position data from each subject and their respective trials was evaluated in the global coordinate 

system.  Visual 3D used inverse dynamics to calculate joint torque and power at the hip knee and 

ankle.  The first recorded calibration trial was used to create an individualized unilateral model 

for each subject.  The linked rigid-segment system model enabled location of the joint centers, 

segment center of mass, defined the local coordinate system of each segment, and calculated a 

transformation matrix to determine the location of the reflective markers within the global 

coordinate system.  Joint centers were located by calculating fifty percent of the distance 

between the medial and lateral calibration markers for each joint.  The hip joint was calculated to 

be twenty-five percent of the distance between the markers identifying the right and left greater 

trochanters.  A line from the proximal joint center to the distal joint center, defined each 

segment’s long axis.  Anthropometrics were used to locate each segment’s center of mass from 

the proximal joint center.  Initial toe off, initial heel strike, and final toe off event markers were 

identified and labeled in visual 3D.  Step length was defined as the he distance between initial 

toe off before the plate to toe off after the plate. 

 Joint kinetics were calculated by shifting ground reaction forces and torques, center of 

pressure, force on the segment due to gravity, segment center of mass accelerations, proximal 

and distal moment arms, and proximal and distal joint center location into the local coordinate 

system of each segment.  A free body diagram was used to calculate vertical and horizontal joint 

reaction forces and coinciding joint torque for each lower extremity joint.  The values were 

calculated using inverse dynamics beginning with the foot segment, as that is the segment in 

contact with the force plate from which the external force is measured.  Once found, the process 

was repeated for each segment in the order of: shank, thigh, and hip.  Inverse dynamics used 
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linear and angular Newtonian equations of motion and applied equations to the rigid segment 

model of the lower extremity: thigh, shank, and foot.  Joint reaction forces and torques were 

calculated from the measured ground reaction forces, center of pressure, standardized segment 

anthropometrics, and the kinematic position and acceleration data.  Joint powers were calculated 

as the product of joint torques and joint angular velocities.  Visual 3D software was used to 

calculate the joint reaction forces, joint torques, and joint powers.  Maximum joint torques and 

powers at the hip, knee, and ankle were derived from these data. 

 Knee joint, including tibiofemoral and patellofemoral compressive forces, were derived 

with a musculoskeletal model of the lower extremity.  The equations in the model and the overall 

approach are described in detail43 and the model has been used in both walking and running gaits 

previously.60,61  The model used lower extremity joint forces and moments calculated with 

inverse dynamics along with the kinematics of the lower extremity and related anatomical and 

physiological characteristics to calculate forces in the three largest knee muscles and in the 

lateral soft tissue support structures (e.g. lateral collateral ligament).  These forces are then 

combined with the knee joint reaction forces to determine the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral 

compressive forces.  Maximum and cumulative tibiofemoral and patellofemoral forces were 

derived from these data. 

Statistical Analysis: 

The maximum joint torques and powers, maximum vertical and horizontal ground 

reaction forces, maximum knee joint forces and stride length in running and the two different 

steps in skipping were averaged across trials for each participant.  The average values were 

entered into statistical analyses.  A one way , repeated measures, analysis of variance was used to 

analyze the twenty biomechanical scores per variable per condition.  The three conditions were 
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skipping-first step (skip1), skipping-second step (skip2) and running (run).  Scheffe post hoc tests 

were used to determine specific differences in the case of a significant F-test.  Alpha was set to 

0.05 for all analyses.  Oxygen consumption was compared between running and skipping gaits 

with dependent t-test and alpha <0.05. 

 



 

 

 

Chapter IV Results 

In fulfillment of the study’s intent to contribute to the minimal body of knowledge on 

bilateral skipping and examine an alternate form of locomotion; a lower extremity gait analysis 

was performed to examine both steps in skipping as compared to each other, and running.  A 

comparison of kinematics, kinetics, and metabolic parameters are reported.  Results will be 

presented for each skipping step (identified as skip1 and skip2) and for the single running step 

(identified as run).  Skip1 was operationally defined as the initial step forward with skip2 being 

the subsequent hop on the same foot.  Demographics are displayed in Table 1. 

Table 1: mean (± sd) demographic data 

Demographics  

Sex 10 F; 10 M 

Age (yrs) 21.5 (± 2) 

BMI (kg/m2) 23.3 (±2.5) 

Gait Analysis  

The differences within the skipping steps and between skipping and running are in part 

demonstrated by the significant difference in the velocity and stride length [Table 2].  Skip1 had 

both the fastest and longest step, being 7% faster and 17% longer than the run step (p<0.001) and 

33% faster and 65% longer than skip2 (p<0.001).  Skip2 was the slowest and shortest step, 28% 

shorter and 58% as slower than run.  These differences were manifested in the cadence 

calculations with skip1 averaging 138 (±17) steps per minute and skip2 259 (±30) steps/min.  Run 

averaged 151 steps/min, a 24% decline.  The two skip steps had a 45% increase in vertical 

displacement compared to run [Table 2]. 
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Table 2: mean (± sd) stride kinematics, ground reaction force (GRF) joint torque parameters, power and 

work broken up into early and late phases of stance for the total limb, knee, and ankle. α β γ 

Variable of Interest Run Skip1 Skip2  

Velocity(m/s)* 2.78 (±0.22) α β  2.98 (±0.18) γ 1.99 (±0.18) 

Stride Length(m)* 2.21 (±0.17) α β  2.68 (±0.29) γ 0.93 (±0.15) 

Cadence(steps/min)* 151 (±9) α β 138 (±17) γ 259 (±30) 

Change Vertical Position (m)* 0.111 (±0.02) α β 0.201(±0.03)  0.201 (±0.03) 

Peak Vertical GRF(N/kg)* 23.72(±1.80) α  22.66 (±1.67) 23.02(±2.76) 

Peak Horizontal Braking GRF(N/kg)* –2.91 (±0.50) α β -3.83 (±0.55) γ -5.31 (±1.22) 

Braking Impulse (Ns/kg) * -0.21 (±0.04) α β -0.40 (±0.07) γ -0.11 (±0.03) 

Peak Horizontal Propelling GRF(N/kg)* 2.57 (±0.32) α β  1.19 (±0.35) γ 5.00 (±0.61) 

Propel Impulse (Ns/kg)* 0.19 (±0.3) α β  0.05 (±0.02) γ 0.47 (±0.06) 

GRF Resultant Impulse (Ns/kg/km)* 1698 (±154) 1837 (±142) 1837 (±142) 

Peak Hip Extensor Torque(Nm/kg) * 0.82(±0.25) α β  1.54 (±0.22) γ 0.35 (±0.27) 

Peak Knee Extensor Torque(Nm/kg) * 2.83(±0.40) α β  2.45(±0.50) γ 1.34 (±0.81) 

Peak Ankle Extensor Torque(Nm/kg) * 2.54 (±0.32) α β 2.16 (±0.28) γ 2.97 (±0.42) 

Support Phase Total Work -0.08 (±0.24) α β 0.52 (±0.37) γ -0.46 (±0.36) 

Negative Work -contact phase (J/kg) * -1.56 (±0.22) α -0.95 (±0.24) γ -1.48 (±0.49) 

Positive Work -contact phase (J/kg) * 1.48 (±0.22) β 1.47 (±0.36) γ 1.02 (±0.28) 

Knee    

Peak Negative Power -early stance (W/kg)* -9.78 (±1.79) α  -5.39(±1.66) γ -4.21 (±3.29) 

Work -early stance (J/kg)  * -0.62(±0.14) α β -0.29 (±0.11) -0.24 (±0.23) 

Peak Positive Power (W/kg) * 5.84(±1.36) β 5.50 (±1.83) γ 1.69 (±1.72) 

Positive Work (J/kg) * 0.38(±0.11) β 0.35 (±0.15) γ 0.08(±0.10) 

Ankle    

Peak Negative Power -early stance (W/kg)  * -6.13(±1.58) α β -3.73 (±0.96) γ -10.44 (±3.32) 

Work -early stance(J/kg) * -0.42(±0.15) α β -0.22 (±0.07) γ -0.72 (±0.25) 

Peak Positive Power (W/kg) * 9.75 (±1.97) α 8.38(±2.05) γ 10.18 (±2.82) 

Positive Work (J/kg) * 0.68 (±0.13) α 0.54 (±0.16) γ 0.64 (±0.19) 

* denotes a significant omnibus F test, α indicates significant difference between skip1  and run, β indicates 

significant between skip2 and run, γ indicates  significance between skip1 and skip2, all tests significant at p<0.05 

Maximum vertical ground reaction force values for the 3 steps are displayed in Table 2 

with curves depicted in Figure 1.  Running had a 5% higher peak vertical force value compared 

to skip1 (p<0.009) but was statistically identical to skip2.  The maximum braking ground reaction 
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force presented greater variability in that all three steps were significantly different (p<0.001).  

Skip2 had the largest value, 28% greater than skip1 and 45% more than run.  Propelling force 

displayed the greatest peak force in skip2.  Between the two skip steps, skip1 had 76% lower peak 

propelling force over skip2 (p<0.001).  Running had a maximum propelling force 54% greater 

than skip1 and 49% less than skip2, values were significant (p<0.001).  The impulse of the 

braking and propelling forces are symmetrical in the running gait, values fell between the two 

skip steps [table two].  The impulses in the two skip steps differed (p<0.001) skip1 had a braking 

force bias and skip2 propelling.  The distribution depicted in Figure 1 showed a similar positive 

and negative distribution in run and either a positive or negative tendency for the two skip steps 

[Figure 1].  

 

Figure 1: mean vertical (VGRF) and horizontal ground reaction forces (HGRF) measured in N/kg 

Maximal extensor torque values are reported at each joint [Table 2].  The maximum hip 

extensor torque was greatest in skip1 and least in skip2, with a 77% reduction between the two 

steps.  Run was 47% less than skip1 and 57% more than skip2 (p<0.001).  Running was 13% 

higher in maximum knee extensor torque imparted during skip1 and 53% more than skip2 

(p<0.001).  Skip1 was 45% higher in knee torque compared to skip2 (p<0.001).  At the ankle, 

skip2 experienced a 27% higher maximum extensor torque value compared to skip1 and 15% 

than run (p<0.001).  Torque values correspond with the power generated across the stance 

portion of gait, with initial negative power in all three step patterns signifying the energy 
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dissipation and storage that occurred at hip, knee, and ankle as they flexed immediately post 

ground contact.  Hip power was low and highly variable across all conditions (Figure 2, Table 2) 

and will not be discussed.  Peak power differences at the knee were significant (p<0.001) run had 

a 45% higher peak power in early stance compared to skip1, and was 57% more than skip2.  The 

two skipping steps were also significantly different (p=0.047) with a 22% higher peak power 

value in skip1.  Power at the ankle followed the same trend as ankle torque values: skip2 was 

significantly higher compared with skip1 or run (p<0.001).  Skip1 was 64% lower than skip2 and 

39% slower than run.  Run had a 41% lower peak negative power from skip2.  The propulsive 

portion of gait was typified by positive power values.  Comparing maximum positive power at 

the knee, run was significantly greater than skip2 by 71% (p<0.001) with no significant 

difference from skip1 (p=0.240).  There was a 69% lower peak positive power between skip1 and 

skip2 (p<0.001).  The skip1 peak positive power at the ankle was 18% less than skip2 (p<0.001) 

and 14% less than run (p=0.001).  Run and skip2 were not significantly different (p=0.147). 

 

Figure 2: mean torque and power curves for the hip, knee, and ankle measured in Nm/kg 
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The power curves correspond directly with the work done throughout a stride, with work 

represented as the area under the power curve.  Work is organized by negative work performed 

in early stance, and positive work later.  Work done at the knee in the early stance phase of 

skipping was not significantly different the between the two skipping steps (p<0.153).  Run, 

however, varied significantly between both the skipping steps absorbing 53% more energy than 

skip1 and 62% more than skip2 (p<0.001).  Ankle work in the early stance was greatest in skip2, 

42% more than run and 69% more than skip1 (p<0.001).  The positive work done later in stance 

denoted the energy return.  Run had a 79% increase in positive work compared with skip2 

(p<0.001) with a negligible difference between skip1 and running (p=0.157).  There was a 

significant difference between the two skipping steps, a 77% higher knee work in skip1 

(p<0.001).  At the ankle, skip1 accomplished 16% less work than either skip2 or run (p=0.001, 

p<0.001).  Skip2 and run did not differ (p=0.147) 

Knee Joint Loads 

Knee joint loads were significantly higher in run [Figure 3] compared against either of 

the skip steps.  The peak tibiofemoral compressive force experienced in run was 9% greater than 

skip1 (p=0.004) and 30% greater than skip2 (p<0.001) skip1 produced 24% more force than skip2 

(p<0.001).  Peak patellofemoral compressive force was significantly higher in run compared to 

either of the two skip steps.  Run resulted in the greatest peak patellofemoral compressive force, 

16% more than skip1 (p=0.002) and 63% more than skip2 (p=0.002).  Skip2 elicited 56% less 

peak patellofemoral compressive force than skip1 (p<0.001) 
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Figure 3: peak tibiofemoral compressive forces (top) peak patellofemoral compressive force (bottom) * 

denotes a significant omnibus F test, α indicates significant difference between skip1  and run, β indicates 

significant between skip2 and run, γ indicates  significance between skip1 and skip2, all tests significant at 

p<0.05 

 The two different steps needed to complete a skipping stride exemplifies the primary 

difference from running, being composed of one cyclical step repeated.  When considering the 

movement pattern on a per distance basis, the cumulative forces and subsequent impulses may be 

more relatable [Table 3].  In order to skip a kilometer, it was necessary to take 20% more steps 

than if you were to run the same distance.  The increased time on the ground resulted in a 

significantly greater resultant ground reaction force impulse.  The tibiofemoral compressive 

forces were not significantly different between skipping and running, however, the 

patellofemoral compressive force was 38% lower in skipping. 
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Table 3: cumulative variables for run and skip over kilometer distance ground reaction force (GRF) 

 Run Skip 

Strides (per km)* 455 (±32) 570 (±64) 

Tibiofemoral Compressive Force (N/kg/km) 6988 (±842) 6756 (±779) 

Patellofemoral Compressive Force (N/kg/km)* 2778 (±715) 2015 (±608) 

* denotes significant difference at p<0.05 

Metabolic 

As a gross measure of the cost of each movement pattern, the rate of oxygen consumption 

was compared between skipping running.  Standing cost was used a baseline value and displayed 

for visual comparative ease.  Skipping consumed an average 27% more oxygen than running and 

resulted in 36% more calories burned per unit time.  Values are consistent with the literature, 

ACSM calculated the cost of running at 2.68 m/s to be 14.9 kcal/min, our mean running value 

equaled 14.86 kcal/min.62 

 

 

Figure 4: metabolic cost measured in ml/kg/min with sd displayed with error bars (left) Caloric 

expenditure measured in kcal/hour average value displayed with solid purple line(right) *denotes 

significant difference between values 

Summary 

Not only are skipping and running significantly different from one another in both 

kinetics, kinematics, and metabolic, the two skipping steps differed significantly.  In general, 

running implicated a greater peak vertical ground reaction force, maximal knee extensor torque, 
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peak negative power and work in early stance and peak maximal positive power at the knee, as 

well as higher peak tibiofemoral and patellofemoral compressive force, as compared to skipping.  

Conversely, skipping was accomplished with an increase in cadence, maximal horizontal ground 

reaction force, maximum hip and ankle extensor torque, peak negative power and work, positive 

power at the ankle, and a greater energy demand.  Among the two skipping steps, skip2 had the 

highest cadence, horizontal ground reaction force peak, maximum ankle extensor torque, peak 

negative power, work, and positive power. 



 

 

 

Chapter V Discussion 

The study was designed to investigate skipping as an alternate movement pattern in 

comparison to running.  The first purpose was to compare basic gait characteristics; lower 

extremity kinematics and kinetics including ground reaction forces, joint torques, and powers in 

skipping and running.  The second purpose was to investigate the knee loads in skipping by 

comparing tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joint forces in skipping and running.  The final 

purpose was to compare the metabolic cost of skipping to that of running.  Skipping has 

previously been underrepresented in the literature; together the variables of interest attempted to 

comprehensively describe the movement of skipping in comparison to running.  The two 

skipping steps were periodically averaged in order to represent the forces transmitted across the 

cumulative contact phases of a stride. 

Purpose One 

Skipping is unique in that there are two alternating steps that complete a stride, as 

opposed to running which is composed of one cyclical motion.  The initial step forward is 

referred to as skip1 with skip2 being the subsequent hop on the same foot: right right– left left, 

repeated.  The two skipping steps are significantly different in many kinematic components 

[Table 2].  Skip1 had the longest stride length of the three steps whereas skip2 had the shortest.  

Typically a shorter stride length is accomplished with a decreased hip range of motion.14  This 

holds true when evaluating each skip stride as an independent variable skip1 presented with the 

largest excursion and largest stride while skip2 showed the smallest range and stride length 

[Table 2].  Decreases in stride length are coordinated with increases in stride rate when 

movement speed is constant.33  This inverse relationship between stride length and rate is 

supported in our data, with per step cadence being greatest in the shortest strode (skip2) and 

smallest in our longest stride (skip1).  Minetti et al. has also reported an increased stride 
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frequency in skipping compared to running.13  Increases in cadence have been shown in the 

literature to have significant effects on total and regional plantar loading in running.  Despite the 

varying kinematic approaches to skipping and running, the inverse relationship of increased and 

total foot plantar loading variables will likely hold true; with contact time, total foot peak force, 

and total foot peak pressure decreasing with the increased cadence seen in skipping.63 

Ground reaction force values are highly dependent on the velocity of the movement, with 

an increased ground reaction force typically eliciting increased speed.64,65  Johnson et al. reported 

a 20% decrease in peak vertical ground reaction forces between skipping and running.  That 

particular study had participant’s self-select speeds with running unanimously occurring at 

increased velocity (skip: 1.75 m/s run: 3.83 m/s).11  The present study controlled speed by having 

participants perform both movements at 2.68 m/s in order to effectively demonstrate the 

differences in force values due to movement differences.  Skipping was accomplished with an 

average stride length of 1.81 m compared to the 2.21 m length for running.  A decreased stride 

length of this degree has been previously shown to decrease subsequent ground reaction 

forces.33,66  This finding was supported with a decreased maximal peak vertical ground reaction 

force accompanying the smaller stride length associated with skipping.  Alternately, skipping had 

a significant increase in horizontal ground reaction forces.  Johnson et al. found no change in the 

skipping and running horizontal ground reaction forces, but as stated above, the two movement 

speeds were not constant.11  The cumulative resultant ground reaction force impulse reflected the 

total load the body was subjected to over the course of a kilometer.67  The skipping pattern 

resulted in a significant net increase resultant ground reaction force impulse [Table 2]. 

The data presented in this skipping study show that the two skipping steps vary in the 

magnitude of force.  Skip2 displayed much greater values for both braking and propulsion 
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components.  Skip1 displayed greater peak braking force compared to run but not as much 

propulsive force.  The impulse of the horizontal ground reaction forces [Table 2, Figure 1] 

clearly demonstrated the difference in the two skipping steps.  To first look at run, the horizontal 

ground reaction force curve illustrated a generally equal distribution between braking and 

propelling with initial negative values followed by a positive period.  This cyclical negative and 

positive energy distribution was accomplished each step.  Skipping alternately showed a step by 

step dichotomy.  One step functioned in a predominant absorption or propulsion manor.68  Skip1 

had a braking force impulse four times that of skip2 implying that it was an eccentric dominant 

step.  Conversely, skip2 was a concentric dominant step as shown by the net positive horizontal 

ground reaction force impulse.  Together the two skip steps accomplished the cyclical negative 

and positive energy exchange necessary to achieve forward motion with the balance occurring 

after a stride as opposed to each step typified in running. 

Ground reaction forces represent the net muscle, gravitational, and inertial forces acting 

throughout contact phase.  The direction and magnitude of the forces, both internal and external, 

in conjunction with the length of the moment arm contribute to the torque experienced at each 

joint.  A measured decrease in vertical ground reaction force and peak power and work done at 

the knee in skipping contributed to the decreased extensor torque at the knee.  The hip and ankle 

experienced greater peaks in extensor torques when comparing skip to run.  This was in part 

explained by the larger hip range of motion across a stride.  An increased range of motion 

typically implys a larger moment arm and thus torque.69,70  The greater negative peak power and 

work at the ankle implied an increase in internal forces71,72 [Table 2 and 4] and can substantiate 

the increased torque measured at the ankle. 
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Table 4: mean knee and ankle range of motion through stance phase of gait 

Variable of Interest Run Skip1 Skip2  

Hip Range of Motion (deg) 26.3° 39.9° 20.7° 

Ankle Range of Motion (deg) 39.2° 32.3° 35.9° 

The increased net-work established in skipping was associated with the increased braking 

and propelling impulse values.  The segregation of braking and propulsive impulses between the 

steps indicated that each skipping step had a specific function, this is a key difference between 

the two gait patterns.  Each running step was temporally and spatially symmetrical.  The result 

was a nearly perfect balance of energy, as seen in total support work value of -0.08 J/kg [Table 

2]. Alternately, each skipping step performed distinctly different functions.  The first footfall 

(skip1) was responsible for slowing the body down as demonstrated by the significantly greater 

braking impulse.  The second footfall, alternately, was responsible for propelling the body 

forward into the next step [Table 2].  Overall, the support work throughout the contact phase was 

greater in skipping despite the fact that running exhibited great peak values at the knee in early 

and late stages of contact and at the ankle in the late stage. 

Purpose one examined the kinematic and kinetic changes revealed an increased stride 

length, decreased vertical ground reaction force, increased horizontal ground reaction force, 

decreased knee torque, increased hip and ankle torque, decreased knee power and work 

throughout, and increased ankle power and work in the initial phase of contact with less positive 

work in the later portion of contact. 

Purpose Two 

Lower extremity injuries are often attributed to the lower extremity joints being unable to 

adequately control the loads applied throughout contact with the ground.33,73  High loads are 

specifically cited as an indicator for injury.57,74,75  Skipping displayed significantly lower peak 
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compressive forces than running at both tibiofemoral and patellofemoral surfaces.  Skip1 had a 

9% decrease while skip2 had a 30% decrease compared to run at the tibiofemoral joint.  At the 

patellofemoral joint skip1 had a 16% decrease while skip2 had a 56% decrease, when compared 

to run.  While self-selected running and skipping speeds may vary, participants performed at a 

constant 2.68 m/s throughout collection.  The reduced knee loads were not on account of a 

slower speed. 

The two steps composition of skipping necessitates an increased number of steps taken to 

traverse a unit distance.  The per step force data confirmed a significant decrease in peak knee 

loads in skipping compared to running.  The impulse considered the time integer of these forces.  

It stands that with an increased number of steps taken over a kilometer, an increased occurrence 

of force application would be applied to the body, potentially mollifying the benefits seen in the 

per step data.76  Yet, despite the 20% increased number of steps taken over a unit distance, 

cumulative patellofemoral compressive force were significantly less in skip compared to run.  

There was no significant difference between the two gait pattern’s cumulative tibiofemoral 

compressive forces.  Skipping remains a beneficial alternative to running over the course of a 

kilometer, in spite of the increased number of steps. 

The knee forces reported in our study are consistent with the literature when considering 

the speed of movement.  Willson et al. had participants run at 2.84 m/s and reported similar 

average patellofemoral peak forces of 57.86 N/kg.  Participants in this study ran at 2.68 m/s and 

peak patellofemoral force was calculated to be 54 N/kg.77,78  The 7% discrepancy can be 

attributed to speed discrepancies.  There have not been any previous studies reporting knee 

forces in skipping. 
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 Decreased knee compressive forces are correlated with a decreased stride length [Figure 

5-6] which, in turn is inversely correlated with stride rate.  This pattern is seen throughout the 

literature, with stride length and rate being directly related with decreased stride length resulting 

in an increase in step rate.33,79  Heiderscheit et al. reported a 10% increase in stride rate reduced 

energy absorption at the hip and knees while a 5% increase reduced total knee work.33,77  Hamill 

and Derrick have separately shown that stride length affects the level of shock imparted on the 

lower extremity with decreased stride length (or increased step rate) associated with decreased 

force impact peaks.79,80  Lenhart et al. and Chumanova et al. both concluded a decreased in stride 

length manipulated muscle patterns and induced a decrease in extensor muscle force and peak 

patellar tendon force throughout stance.66,81 

 

Figure 5: Correlation between stride length and Tibiofemoral compressive force 
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Figure 6: Correlation between stride length and patellofemoral compressive force 

 The curvilinear relationship displayed between knee forces and stride lengths illustrated 

the benefits of a decreased stride length, and represented the potential boundaries.  The stride 

length and compressive force relationship was not mutually exclusive as seen in the R2
 values of 

0.68 for tibiofemoral [Figure 5] and 0.55 for patellofemoral [Figure 6].  The curvilinear fit 

indicated that there are likely upper and lower bounds to adjusting stride length and decreasing 

knee forces.14  Further, a smaller stride length does not always result in decreased knee 

compressive forces.33  Individual data points exemplified that there is some variability and intra-

subject inconsistency in movement patterns.  Some subjects chose to skip with a longer stride 

lengths which resulted in increased knee force values and visa-versa.28,82,83  The data displayed in 

figure5 and 6 are taken from all participants trial averages and mass normalized knee forces on a 

per step basis. 

Purpose two established a decreased knee compressive forces in skipping compared to 

running on a per step and per km basis.  This decreased compressive force is relevant as some 
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reports approximate nearly half of all running related injuries occur at the knee with an estimated 

half of those involving the patellofemoral joint.33,84  The knee force values were proposed to be 

directly correlated with stride length, with decreased stride length resutling in decreased knee 

compressive forces. 

Purpose Three 

Measures of oxygen consumption are gross appraisals of energy used to complete an 

activity while energy expresses the cost of movement in terms of caloric cost.85  Muscles 

transform metabolic energy in force, how a muscle is specifically function determines the cost of 

an action.  The combination of internal and external forces: movement of limbs relative to the 

whole body center of mass, and movement of the whole body’s center of mass relative to the 

ground, describe muscle function.47  Individual aspects of movement contribute to the gross cost 

of transport in varying ratios with the most prominent consideration being the levels of 

contraction necessary to support body weight, perform work to redirect and accelerate the center 

of mass, and maintain stability.15,35,47  Kram et al. has shown that the cost of performing work is 

nearly twice the cost of generating force.15  The cost of generating force throughout contact is 

dependent on the magnitude and rate of muscle force generation.35 

The increase in oxygen consumption (mL/kg/min) and in caloric cost (kcal/hour) between 

skip and run may be explained by the differences in work done on the center of mass with the 

assumption that skipping and running require the same levels of contraction necessary to support 

body weight and maintain stability.  Justifying the assumption of equal levels of contraction 

necessary to maintain stability, consider the double support phase seen in skipping but not 

running.  Minetti commented on the increased stability provided by this double support phase of 

skipping12 and Johnson et al. concluded that the double support phase made the gait a valuable 

tool in the rehabilitation setting in progressing and injury from walking to running.11 
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Calculated cost of performing work on a body’s center of mass; redirecting and 

accelerating, comprises 45% of the net metabolic cost.14,15  It follows that if a movement pattern 

has a larger vertical displacement there will be a greater demand for oxygen.  The change in 

vertical positon was nearly double in skip versus run, indicative of a correlation between 

metabolic cost and vertical displacement [Figure 7].  Gordon et al. attempted to control for 

vertical displacement to assess the relationship between center of mass displacement and 

metabolic cost.  They found that reduced center of mass displacement is not metabolically 

advantageous.  However, the study participants all adopted a ‘groucho’ style gait resulting in 

increased work.14  The vertical displacement measured in our study was all self-selected, 

meaning we did not control for how each individual chose to successfully complete each 

locomotion pattern.  Despite that, all skipping gaits resulted in a greater vertical excursion, 

without a single exception.  Figure 7 shows a clear segregation between the two gaits measured 

vertical displacement.  Additionally, the training program completed prior to collection entailed 

skipping a cumulative minimum of three miles ensuring the movement pattern was not novel and 

each participant had enough experience to adopt a comfortable technique.52,86  The correlation 

between metabolic cost and vertical displacement [figure seven] had a R2 value of 0.64 

indicative of a strong relationship.  While some individual data points did not epitomize the 

correlation, the data set distribution confirmed a distinct segregation between the two movement 

patterns with a greater vertical displacement when skipping thus, greater metabolic cost.  The 

magnitude of change between the two gaits was also found by Minetti et al. who reported 
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skipping to be up to 30% more metabolically costly than running.13

 

Figure 7: Correlation between vertical displacement and metabolic cost 

Skipping and running can both be classified as bouncing gaits, signifying that throughout 

the propulsive portion of the contact phase tendons are known to stretch and recoil; releasing 

stored elastic strain energy.48,55,68  This cyclical pattern of storing and releasing energy has been 

proposed as a mechanism for reducing the total amount of metabolic energy expended during 

locomotion.50  Skipping had a striking increase in metabolic cost paired with a general decrease 

in work, which is counter intuitive as metabolic cost is a gross estimation of muscle function.  

Perhaps the benefits of stored energy are diminished across the separate steps in skipping. 

The cost of transport is an optimization of many factors and a function of the cumulative 

metabolic rates of the muscles that produce locomotion and maintain stability.51  As muscle 

systems develop habitual optimal economy and neurological control of the desired motion, there 

is a reduced cost of activity and therefore a decreased imposed demand upon the body, and 

diminished training effects.52  Measures of metabolic cost represent energy usage and can be 
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used as a benchmark evaluation of cardiovascular and musculoskeletal benefits obtainable with a 

particular activity.18,85  Skipping will utilize 36% more calories compared to running at the same 

speed and gradient which works out to be an additional 236 kcal/hour.  For the same unit time or 

distance skipping provides significantly greater aerobic benefits compared to running.18 

Conclusion 

When comparing skipping and running, skipping presents reduced maximum ground 

reaction forces, reduced knee torque, reduced knee compressive forces, and an increased caloric 

expenditure.  With many of these factors accused of predisposing individuals to running related 

injuries, skipping presents and attractive alternative with an increased return of benefits 

associated with aerobic exercise.  While acknowledging that running presents performance 

outcome advantages over skipping in several settings, incorporating skipping into a training 

regimen may be beneficial to those suffering from or at risk of running related injuries.5  

Increasing oxygen consumption by 27% and caloric consumption by 36% allows an individual to 

work out for less time or distance while maintaining the same benefits and in this case, decrease 

risks or knee injury.  Alternately, more benefits can be incurred while maintaining time or 

distance previously used for running, while decreasing risk of knee injury. 
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Appendix B 

Initial Phone Interview 

Comparison of Running and Skipping Gaits 

Health Survey To Determine Eligibility For Research Participants 

 

“Hi (participant), my name is (________) and I’m (a graduate student/an intern) in the 

biomechanics lab at ECU, how are you? I’m calling about your interest in being a participant in 

our Comparison of Running and Skipping Gaits study. Do you mind if I ask you some questions 

on our heath survey?” 

Demographic data: 

 

Date_______________________   

 

Name_______________________ Phone number_______________________ 

 

Email address 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Birth date___________________  Age_________ 

 

Height (ft/in) ________________  Height (m)________________ 

 

Weight (lbs)________________  Mass (kg)________________ 

 

BMI (kg/m2)________________ 

 

Do you smoke?     Yes____  No ____ 

Have you smoked in the past?   Yes____  No ____ 

If yes, when did you stop smoking _______________________ 

 

On average, how often do you exercise (3 day/week is minimum)? 

Days a week: 

Time: 

 

What sort of activities do you do when you exercise?(Lift weights? Play a sport? Endurance 

exercises?) 

 

During the past year, did you experience pain while working out? 

Yes___ No___  If yes, from____________________________________________ 

 

Medical: 

Do you have any other musculoskeletal problems such as hip arthritis, joint replacement, or other 

orthopedic problems? Yes____  No ____ 

Do you have any neurological problems such as stroke or Parkinson’s disease? Yes__  No __ 
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Do you have any problems with your heart such as atrial fibrillation, pace maker, coronary artery 

disease, or congestive heart failure? Yes____  No ____ 

 

Do you have any pulmonary diseases such as difficulty in breathing or emphysema?  

Yes___No____ 

 

Do you have any peripheral artery disease? Yes____  No ____ 

 

Do you have high blood pressure (>160/90 mm Hg)? Yes____  No ____ 

 

Do you take medication to control your blood pressure? Yes____  No_____ 

 

List the medications you are currently taking  

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do you have any other medical problems we did not talk about? Yes____  No_____ 

 If, “Yes,” what is or are the conditions?_________________________________ 

 

List any surgeries you have had.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

If you have one, please tell us your physician’s name, telephone number, and clinic name: 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

“If completed, you will be paid $25 for your participation in our study. Our first meeting will 

consist of completing paperwork and going outside to begin training, it should take under 1 hour 

to complete. Please wear comfortable clothes (sneakers, shorts/spandex, t-shirt, normal exercise 

clothing). Are you available at any time this or next week to schedule a meeting time?” 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


